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What are the rules?
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Our Rules ― A (partial) History of Open at Springer Nature
1996 ― Nature’s 'Guide to Authors' sets out our expectations for sharing materials, methods and data

“As a condition of publication, authors are
required to make materials and methods used
freely available to academic researchers for their
own use. Supporting datasets must be made
available at the time of publication either by
deposition in the appropriate public database
or by distribution on the Internet, together with
the relevant accession numbers or site
address…”
― Nature, 11th April 1996.
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Our Rules ― A (partial) History of Open at Springer Nature
2002 ― Nature requires MIAME-compliant open data for all microarray results published in its journals

“… all submissions to Nature and the Nature
family of journals received on or after
1st December [2002] containing new
microarray experiments must include …
necessary information compliant with the
MIAME standard. The information must be
supplied in a format that could be read by
widely available software packages. Data
integral to the paper’s conclusions should
be submitted to the ArrayExpress or GEO
databases, with accession numbers where
available, supplied at or before acceptance
for publication.”
― Nature, 26th September 2002.
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Our Rules ― A (partial) History of Open at Springer Nature
1913 ― Nature and its sister titles mandate reproducibility checklists for life science papers

From May 2013, all life science papers published in Nature and all other Nature research
journals must be accompanied by a reporting summary that contains details of
experimental design, reagents, and statistical analysis. From June 2017, we started
publishing these beside each paper.

Nature 546, 8 (2017).
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Our Rules ― A (partial) History of Open at Springer Nature
The Reproducibility checklist had an immediate effect

An independent study of the reproducibility of in vivo cell biology papers published in
Nature journals before and after implementation of the reproducibility checklist found
that:
● The proportion of papers meeting all relevant ‘Landis 4 criteria’ (reporting
randomisation, blinding, sample size calculation, and exclusion criteria) increased
from 0% to 16%.
● The proportion that explicitly reported:
● Randomisation increased from 2% to 11%;
● Blinding increased from 4% to 23%;
● Sample size calculations increased from 2% to 15%;
● Exclusion criteria increased from 14% to 31%.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1101/187245
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Funder Rules ― Horizon Europe
Mandates data management plans and open sharing of data for grants awarded from 2021 onwards

“Under Horizon Europe (Work
programmes 2021 and onwards),
grantees of all ERC projects that
generate research data have to submit a
DMP6 (at the latest six months after the
start of the project), deposit such data
in a ‘trusted’ repository and provide
access to them, under the principle
‘as open as possible, as closed as
necessary’.”
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Funder Rules ― NIH Open Science Policy
Mandates data management plans and open sharing of data, eventually

In January 2023, the US National Institutes of Health
(NIH) will begin requiring the researchers and
institutions it funds to include a data-management
plan in all grant applications.
The policy also requires that
“Shared scientific data should be made accessible
as soon as possible, and no later than the time of
an associated publication, or the end of the
award/support period, whichever comes first.”
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Funder Rules ― The White House Office of Science and Technology Policy
In August, the White House Office of Science and
Technology Policy announced that as of 1st January 2026,
all research that the US government funds must be made
freely available to all upon publications, without
embargo.
Most news outlets described this as a momentous day
for open access publishing. And is was. But what fewer
people mentioned, in the immediate aftermath at least,
was the sweeping mandate on open research data
sharing!
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What about tools?
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Why tools are better than rules

You can increase the chances of triggering a
behaviour by increasing their motivation ―
such as with a reward for compliance or a
penalty for non-compliance ― or making it
easier for them to comply.
It is cheaper and more effective to make it
easier for researchers to comply than to police
or reward their compliance.
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The Fogg behaviour model suggests that people
will only exhibit a given behaviour in response
to a trigger if their motivation AND ease in
doing so exceeds a certain threshold.

strong
motivation

The Fogg behaviour model ― making things easy is usually easier for everyone!
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Also…
Researchers already spend way too much time doing things that aren’t research!

“… previous surveys in both 2005 and 2012 revealed
that faculty researchers estimated that approximately
42.3% of their research time was devoted to fulfilling
administrative and other requirements associated with
obtaining and managing federally-funded projects. In
2018, this value increased by 2% ... the trend seems to
be that time taken from research by requirements is
increasing, not decreasing. PIs reported that almost
half of their available research time for federal
projects had to be allocated to fulfilling
requirements instead of focusing on the content of
their research projects.”
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Making it easier to
preprint
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Publication
Who reads open access research?
•

•

•
•

Researchers analysed data from
the US National Academies of
Sciences, Engineering and
Medicine (NASEM) about how
Open Access consensus study
reports are used by the public
Half of all reports used for
non-academic purposes
including public health and
local/regional planners
Widely used by science and
maths teachers
‘Serious leisure’ – edible plants,
astronomy

HOW CAN WE MAKE PREPRINTING EASY?
Early sharing is becoming more common but still a relatively small proportion

“Springer Nature receives more than
one million submissions a year from
authors all around the world,
publishing well over 300,000 papers
across a huge range of disciplines
…
[In Review] provides every Springer
Nature author regardless of
academic discipline with a route … to
sharing their research as a preprint. ”
Alison Mitchell, Chief Journals Officer

Easy sharing of a preprint integrated with journal
submission systems:
Author selects In Review option when they submit
Preprint available and shareable via Research Square
platform in html format: easy to read and navigate
Authors establish priority and benefit from early
comments and citations
Others benefit from early access to a version of their
paper

Making it easier to
review and share
code
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Best practice when publishing open code
Code needs to be sufficiently documented (ie metadata) to enable others to
check and re-use it. This includes information on dependencies, operating
systems, technical requirements as well as licenses and terms of use

1

Proper
documentation

2

Peer review and Peer reviewing the code ensures that it is evaluated by an expert and it is
verification
functional and re-usable at the time of publication
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Code should be stored in a repository using a permanent unique identifier, cited
Permanence
and recognition in the paper and recognized as a valuable output in its own right
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F.A.I.R

Like data, published code should be Findable, Accessible, Interoperable and
Re-usable

Integrated solutions support authors, reviewers and readers
1
1

Supporting code
sharing
The container
assembles data,
code and the right
environment and
offers transparency
and reproducibility
of the results
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Supporting authors
Authors are given the
option to use the Code
Ocean platform and
technical support to set
up their code and data
in a container.
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Supporting
reviewers
Reviewers are provided
private access to the
code container and
free-computing time.
The container
facilitates checking and
running the code
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Supporting readers
Readers access code,
data and environment in
one place, via a link to
the capsule. The capsule
is given a DOI to enable
proper recognition,
citation and re-use

Positive engagement and response from the community
●
●
●

Average 54% uptake from authors of
offered service
High engagement by reviewers (24 views
per capsule; 1.3 runs per capsule)
Positive feedback from the community

Making it easier to
share research data
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The problem
Even if authors technically comply, the data are rarely findable, accessible, interoperable or reusable
‘Available on request’

Supplementary Information

Data ‘in the paper’
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The problem
Data Availability Statements are better than nothing… but only just

60% of open access
papers state their data
are “available on
request”.
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The problem
Data Availability Statements are better than nothing… but only just

6.8%

“Only
of authors
stating ‘Available on request’
actually supply their data when
requested.”
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Our first step was to provide advice to authors who want to open their data
Springer Nature Research Data helpdesk
Support for authors:
●
●
●
●

Compliance with the policies of their funders and institutions
Information on the data policy of their target journal(s)
Identifying and using appropriate data repositories
Data reporting standards

Support for editors:
●
●
●
●

Understanding and implementing a data policy
Identifying appropriate repositories for their journal
Dealing with peer review of sensitive/human data
Best practice for integration into the literature

Authors and editors can visit https://www.springernature.com/gp/authors/research-data/helpdesk or
email researchdata@springernature.com for help and advice.
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Data sharing done right
Use of data repositories

✔ - globally unique and persistent identifier
✔ - long-term storage of data and metadata
✔ - specialist repositories group similar data together
✔ - funder and journal policy compliance
✔ - data files frequently previewed and accompanied
by rich metadata
✔ - licensing and reuse of data made clear
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Integrating with the figshare data repository into the submission process
Lowering the barrier of effort for best practice
Springer Nature has partnered with figshare at seven Nature
Portfolio and Academic Journals, providing authors with a
simple solution to share their data into a repository.
●

●
●
●
●
●
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Ease of use: facilitating deposition during manuscript
submission encourages data sharing by authors who haven’t
yet used a repository.
Automation: integrated deposition is quick, easy and allows
coordination of manuscript and data progress.
Integrity: data are made available to reviewers and editors
prior to being made publicly available.
Control: data are stored privately until publication of the
related article.
Expert support: data specialists check all submissions and
provide feedback to authors.
Flexibility: submissions can be handled up to 50GB, covering a
wide range of disciplines and data types.

How it works
Straightforward deposition with quality assurance

Submit
● Authors add their data to
figshare from within the
manuscript submission
system, no separate login
or searching for
repositories.
● One simple form to submit
files and metadata.

Check

Share

● Data are stored privately
& made available to
reviewers.
● Specialist data checks
are performed on scope,
presence of sensitive
data, rights issues, file
and metadata integrity.
● Guidance on data
citation and general
support is provided .

● Progress is coordinated
with the manuscript.
● Data are shared in the
Springer Nature figshare
repository and linked to
the manuscript.
● Authors have a
persistent, citable data
record with clear licence
for reuse.

The published output
Linked article and data

Results of the figshare integration pilot
The rate of uptake is modest but encouraging (that is, greater than we expected)
The 10 week pilot period saw data deposited to figshare
from 13% of submitted manuscripts across the seven
journals ― Nature Chemistry, Nature Ecology &
Evolution, Nature Energy, Nature Neuroscience, Bone
Marrow Transplantation, Oncogene, and Oncogenesis ―
with uptake ranging from ~9 to ~17%.
This is on top of data sharing that was already
happening via specialist repositories.
Based on this, the data sharing will continue on these
journals and expand to seven more journals including
Nature, Nature Biomedical Engineering, Nature Cancer,
Nature Cell Biology, Nature Metabolism, Nature Plants,
Nature Metabolism, Nature Water.
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